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To Enable and Sustain
Pacific Air Forces' Theater Security Cooperation as a Line
of Operation
Lt Col Jeffrey B. Warner, USAF
You can't surge trust or "request for forces" .. . relationships.
- Gen Hawk J. Carlisle
Former Commander, Pacific Air Forces

The complexity of coordinating a multinational airlift response cannot be
understated. The Marines did a super job of setting the conditions for success
and we simply expanded on their foundation.
-Col Mike Minihan, Operations Offi ce
Air Com ponent Coo rd ination Element
j oint Task Force 505

evastation, hunger, disease, and vulner ability were 'JYph oon
H aiyan's kn own effects on the people of the Philippines in
November 2013. However, there were other effects- those that
dem onstrated the strong responsiveness and leadership of the Philippine
gover nment and the international partnership and commitment in the
aftermath - including those between Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) Airmen and their joint, interagency, allied, partner, and Philippine counterparts. T he resulting synergy was the delivery of relief aid and safe
transport of thousands affected by the storm. In only days, in coordination
with the Philippine government, Airmen from the 36th Contingency
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Response Group landed in Tacloban, and the concluding humanitarian
assistance exercise Cope South turned "real world." 1 The n eed was
great: airfield rep air, security, cleanup, and infrastructure. They immediately establish ed contacts with key stakeholders on the ground, assessed requirements, and began restoring the airfield to functionality,
enabling it to receive supplies and transport people to safety by airmen from 11 nations. 2 How was PACAF able to effectively, quickly, and
accurately partner with an important ally and other stakeholders to
support the United States Agency for International Development?
How did we know how to partner with the joint team, the US Embassy
in Manila, and fellow airmen from allied and partner nations to provide tailored, effective response in the wake of a humanitarian security incident? Among many reasons, five stand out as representing the
groundwork laid over many years to promote success in a crisis: (1) by
building relationships, we learned our Philippine partner's viewpoint
and the actions that would appropriately demonstrate US security
commitment; (2) we learned how our fellow airmen in the Philippines
found solutions; (3) we learned how our joint partners would contribute; (4) we learned how our allied and partner air forces could and
would contribute to a security challenge; and (5) we practiced what we
learned in bilateral and multilateral settings.
Effective theater response doesn't 11j ust happen." It comes from a
long-term investment of strategy, planning, relationships, and engagement. PACAF's theater security cooperation (TSC) line of operation (LOO)
supplies a framework to integrate PACAF's operations, activities, and
actions (OAA). This concept of security cooperation assures alignment
with high er guidance, builds efficiencies, and mitigates what has been
referred to as the tyranny of distance." In short, PACAF's successful
contribution to Operation Damayan can be found in its TSC LOO.
11

PACAF organizes its TSC into a LOO as an integrative framework to
advise and guide all of its security cooperation OAAs towards end
states th at support US Pacific Command's (USPACOM) strategy- and,
ultimately, n ational priorities in the rebalance to the Asia-Pacific. What
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follows is not TSC theory but a practical framework of how security
cooperation with Asia-Pacific allies and partners succeeds-by asking
four fundamental questions: (1) What is TSC, and h ow does PACAF defin e
it as a 100? (2) Why conduct air-centric TSC in the Pacific theater, and
how does it assure success for both the air component and partner?
(3) How does that strategy become a framework for engagement?
( 4) What does the future hold for PACAF's security cooperation?
This article first clarifies commonly used (but frequently misunderstood) terms and descnbes PACAF's organization ofTSC into a 100. It
then explores the reasons why TSC is important (the fact that it draws
on national-level strategy, demonstrates regional commitment, empowers
partners, and overcomes regional operational challenges). From this
foundation, the article examines how we use the strategy to develop
joint, interagency, and intracomponent processes that guide, plan, and
resource security cooperation. It then surveys the types of engagements
affecting Operation Damayan, describing the investment in the AsiaPacific with allies and partners and their influences on the outcomes.
Finally, the article discusses both the issues and the way ahead.

What Is Theater Security Cooperation, and How Does Pacific
Air Forces Define It as a Line of Operation?
The wide variety of terms associated with security cooperation, as
well as its interagency nature, often leads to a misunderstanding of the
concept. That said, we should first explore its official definitions and
then address how PACAF organizes security cooperation into a 100.
Security cooperation is a broad, overarching term that describes diplomatic and military activities to increase cooperation among countries.3
Security assistance is a type of security cooperation that can focus on
both civilian and military activities to develop specific capabilities in a
country. 4 Building partner capacity as a type of security assistance involves the process of identifying and developing a partner nation's military capabilities needed for both diplomatic and military objectives.
January-february 2015
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Because security cooperation can involve diplomatic and military objectives, it is primarily finan ced through both types of funds allocated
by Congress-Title 10 for the Department of Defense and Title 22 fo r
the Department of State. 5
Building partnerships reflects the "human element" of security
cooperation-where PACAF is most directly involved. Building partner
capacity deals with things, organizations, and abilities whereas building
partnerships concems the relationsh ips and understanding between
stakeholders, which are developed through purposeful interaction to
solve common security problem s. 6 PACAF's Airmen work towards
these ends in the following three ways:
Learning Who Our Partners Are

During face-to-face interaction, relationships and trust are built at seniorleader- and working-group-level visits as we get to know those who either
share in our military profession or serve as key civilian stakeholders.
Learning How Our Partners Approach Issues

Exchanges of subject-matter experts, observer programs, enlisted engagements, and other forums increase knowledge abou t approach es to
security that entail using airpower-among the United States and its
allies and partners.
Learning What Our Partners Do
One minute we would be coordinating airlift slot times with a member of
the japan Air Self-Defense Force and the next, an Australian airman. ... All
of us were speaking the same language, though- how to best support our
Philippine allies.
-Capt M ark Nexon
Air Component Coordination Element
Foreign A irlift Liaison
374th Airlift W ing
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Combined exercises and initiatives provide the real-time application
that allows us to practice cross-cultural competency, learn interoperability, and promote mutual understanding about decision making,
processes, and priorities. Clearly, the above definitions suggest the
need for PACAF to understand these security cooperation mechanisms,
policies, and legal guidelines-and to immerse itself deeply in the customs,
culture, politics, and capabilities of partner nations. At the same time,
PACAF must assess what it needs in order to succeed in USPACOM's
area of responsibility.
The US Air Force develops international Airmen with unique knowledge
to advise and guide security cooperation activities of the command.
This expertise helps to ensure that TSC activities remain aligned with
US government and combatant command priorities, properly resourced within legal guidelines, and capable of maximizing human
relationships with allied or partner air forces; furthermore, they influence the Air Force cooperation situation in the theater towards
stability and support the success of Air Force airpower in the region.
These regional and political-military strategists (also known as "desk
officers") offer proficiency that guides TSC in a continuum from
national and theater guidance to US and partner-nation airmen working together at engagements to promote Asia-Pacific security?
Joint Publication S-0, Joint Operation Planning, reveals two ways of
conceptualizing a LOO. One way describes the orientation of forces in
a combat situation, and the other portrays the sequencing of activities
towards an objective. As it relates to security cooperation, PACAF uses
this concept of "connecting actions on decisive points" to focus on and
provide clarity to TSC activities. 8 For PACAF, this concept provides a
way to think about and apply security cooperation planning in an organized, thoughtful manner.
What are the implications of these concepts? First, TSC LOO objectives can b e derived from the other LOOs. This situation creates a prioritization hierarchy with regard to TSC objectives-especially in these
resource-restricted times. Second, since all of the LOOs are adequately
January-february 2015
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empowered by 1SC activities, then by implication they support USPACOM's
strategy. Third, TSC as a LOO implies sequenced activities leading to a
desired end state-regional stability and prosperity.

Why Conduct Air-Centric Theater Security
Cooperation, and How Does It Promote Regional Stability?
Security cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region supports the US
whole-of-government strategic plan-the national security strategy.
This awareness of national priorities is essential to assure mission
alignment. Furthermore, for some security responses in the Asia-Pacific
region, airpower is uniquely positioned to support USPACOM's role in
national security-by promoting coordinated responses, empowering
partners in areas of common interests, and overcoming the "tyranny of
distance."

The National Security Strategy Vector and Defense Strategic
Guidance
The national security strategy emphasizes the importance of engaging
11
nations, institutions, and peoples around the world on the basis of
mutual interests and mutual respect" and directs our military to "pursue military-to-military ties with a broad range of governments." This
group includes our alliances, which the strategy describes as the ''bedrock of security in Asia. "9 Moreover, in the defense strategic guidance
of 2012, we see areas of emphasis for security cooperation regarding
the Asia-Pacific region. 10

Promotion of Coordinated Responses and Regional Commitment
Further, the national military strategy speaks specifically of our commitment to the Asia-Pacific region: "We will expand our military security cooperation, exchanges, and exercises with the Philippines ...
working with them to address domestic and common foreign threats to
their nation's integrity and security."11
January-february 2015
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Empowerment of Partners for Their Own Security and Our Common
Interest
The ACCE [air component coordination element] has met all air coordination requirements and assistance benchmarks set by the Philippine government and the)TF Ooint task force]. The PAF [Philippine Air Force] is
thankful for their support during the initial and surge response phases. ...
We are confident that their assistance is no longer required.
-Lt Gen Lauro Dela Cruz
Commanding General
Philippine Air Force

The national military strategy gives PACAF the joint context of how
the military is used to support national priorities. For example, the
strategy describes military use as follows : ''Leveraging our capabilities
and forward presence, we must play a supporting role in facilitating
U.S. government agencies and other organizations' efforts to advance
our Nation's interests. In some cases, we will serve in an enablin g
capacity to help other nations achieve security goals that can advance
common interests." 12 Empowered partners can become increased contributors to regional securityY

Overcoming the 'I!Jranny of Distance"
11

The Asia-Pacific region covers 16 time zones and 52 percent of the
earth's surface-most of it covered by water. 14 The extreme distances
necessary for global reach are uniquely matched to airpower's ability
to get to a crisis location quickly. The defense strategic guidance of
2012 describes military capacity in the wake of disasters as rapidly
deployable capabilities, including airlift ... medical evacuation and
care ... that can be invaluable in supplementing lead relief agencies."15
Additionally, the US Air Force Global Partnership Strategy of 2011 notes
that airpower possesses ''unique capabilities that can mitigate some of
the global challenges we face while we operate with our Joint partners
to m eet our national security objectives." 16 In the case of Operation
11
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Damayan, rapid global mobility, one of our service's core functions,
met this need. When such mobility is enhanced by joint, allied,
and partner contributions, the results are significant.

How Does Theater Security Cooperation
Strategy Become a Framework for Engagement?
The TSC LOO provides a mechanism to advise and guide the planning of all TSC-related OAAs conducted by the other four LOOs and
PACAF as a whole. But where do we start? PACAF's international affairs
specialists identify the TSC-related emphasis in the higher-level
guidance and ''crosswalk" the priorities and emphasis from the broad
objectives to the specific tasks. What follows is our TSC LOO sequence
of strategy to plan.
US Pacific Command Guidance
To support the above strategic priorities, USPACOM's strategy and
plans guide PACAF in areas of emphasis on regional security cooperation, joint teamwork, and the joint needs of its Air Force forces for
cooperative end states. Doing so gives PACAF two ways of supporting
USPACOM's security cooperation objectives: (1) through ways specific
to an air component (through the LOOs), and (2) through other cooperative activities that are part of the joint contnbution to regional stability.
As we built relationships and interoperability with our allies and partners,
we learned how each partner's forces could and would contribute to a
successful Damayan response. Many countries of widely varying capabilities, commitments, and interests worked together across all of our
components in all domains to support the humanitarian effort. 17
Interagency and Host Nation Coordination
To assure unity of effort, USPACOM's security cooperation offices align
their country security cooperation plans to support the national security
strategy through a synergy of military and embassy objectives. The
January-february 2015
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plan is then synchronized with host nation interests to yield a '~attorn-up"
and 11 top-down" integrated strategy that serves as a unified 11 demand
signal" to shape PACAF's (and other components') cooperation planning.

Other Lines of Operation
As a component major command, PACAF functions in two capacities:
First, it communicates the organization, training, readiness, and equipping requirements of our forces (including those having interoperability
implications with allies and partners) to Headquarters Air Force. Second,
PACAF provides USPACOM the airpower-planning perspective needed
for the joint team as an air component. 18 By means of this second function, the 100s can influence the arrangement of OAAs necessary to
support USPACOM's airpower requirements. Understanding of the airspace, ground aviation infrastructure, security demands, and needed
common skills for missions with partners made the power projection
of airlift possible to the Tacloban airfield after the storm.
In sum, the strategy 11 Crosswalk" and the needs of the other four
100s shape the priorities for security cooperation planning. As a result,
the TSC 100 stands apart from the others as a unique, integrative
100 in that it serves two requirements simultaneously: (1) it assures
PACAF as the air component cooperates with our allies and partners in
a way that successfully contributes to the USPACOM strategy, and
(2) it influences the region towards stability in its activities, in coordination and cooperation with our joint partners and the interagencyparticularly the Department of State.

Plans for the Theater Security Cooperation Line of Operation:
Advise, Guide, and Prioritize
Through long- and short-term adaptable planning, we develop possibilities of how best to work together with allies and partners. Since
PACAF's TSC developed into a 100, the common security cooperation
mechanisms already in place are evolving into a more sequenced and
deliberate plan towards a defined cooperative end state. This iterative
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process also assists the resourcing communication-either through
USPACOM or the secretary of the Air Force's International Affairs Office.
Ideally, PACAF's security cooperation concept can also shape synchronization with ongoing security assistance activities that occur in the
Asia-Pacific but are directed through non-PACAF entities, such as the
Air Force Security Assistance Training Squadron and foreign military
sales or financing activities. Careful communication is necessary to assure proper alignment and unity of effort.
Security cooperation in the Asia-Pacific also reflects an effort of the
total force. The State Partnership Program is the National Guard's contribution to security cooperation efforts in the region. In the Asia-Pacific,
eight nations are paired with state National Guard organizationsproviding continuity of experience with personnel and the inclusion
of Air National Guard civilian experience that can enhance a sustained
relationship. PACAF's continuing efforts to synchronize State Partnership Program initiatives with air-component objectives will improve efficiencies through the optimal matching of partnership opportunities. 19
The TSC LOO's road map is encapsulated in an engagement resource
plan that reflects the alignment of higher guidance and is designed to
advise and guide the command's activities in the region. Joint in its essence, it communicates and integrates air-component TSC plans to
complement the joint team. With all stakeholders issuing TSC plans to
support joint intent, we produce three important results: (1) assured
alignment with USPACOM's theater strategy; (2) synchronized OAAs
from other allies, partners, and interagency (particularly the United
States Agency for International Development) and joint components;
and (3) integrated guidance from the embassy's security cooperation
office, which has face-to-face interaction with the partner nation and
knows where common interests overlap.
Clear combatant command and diplomatic guidance is not enough.
Which PACAF OAAs receive priority? For TSC to be effective, awareness of the other four LOOs offers insight. For example, to develop
resilient Airmen who work cross culturally with our allies and
January-february 2015
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partners, we must provide opportunities to develop those cooperative relationships.

&sourcing Security Cooperation
Without proper resourcing, security cooperation plans are merely theory.
Because of the broad variety of legal funding authorities, a "patchwork"
must be designed that assigns security cooperation funding towards
goals within the legal guidelines set by Congress. 2°Finding optimal
combinations of these varied funding streams takes a combination of
problem solving, legal sensitivity, and unity of effort across the components and interagencies.
TSC resourcing is a cyclical process-subject to developing events and the timing
of planning cycles. As available resources dwindle, stakeholder planning becomes
more important to assure proper prioritization ofTSC effort. OAAs and plans should
require sufficient lead time to assure opportune inputs for inclusion in USPACOM and
Headquarters US Air Force planning. Finally, plans require review and validation in order
to follow defined legal guidelines regarding the use of Title 10 or Title 22 funding-and
to point the way ahead for development of new security cooperation capabilities or
activities not currently existing in~theater. At this point, the TSC LOO offers policy
guidance.

PACAF uses many of the traditional security cooperation authorities
to fund OAAs. Title 10 authorities supply resourcing to assess interoperability, build relationships for future combined efforts, gain access
to and knowledge about future cooperation opportunities, facilitate
exercise participation and preparation, and promote information sharing
in arenas of mutual benefit.21 These types of authorities can come
from within PACAF's operation and maintenance, or may be provided
through special funding from USPACOM. The following addresses
three types of such funds utilized by PACAF:
USPACOM's area of responsibility includes the Asia-Pacific Regional
Initiative, a unique funding source. As the name implies, this initiative
allows USPACOM to apportion some Title 10 funding to build partnerships in areas where an emerging security relationship is widely beneficial
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to the Asia-Pacific region. USPACOM uses these resources to enable a
variety of security coop eration activities with allies and partners. 22
Combined exercises provide real-time experience and interaction
with our partners to increase understanding, communication , and
security problem-solving. The Developing Country Combined Exercise
Program authority permits exercise participation towards that end. 23
With some partners, defraying expenditures increases the opportunity for participation in subject-matter-expert exchanges (SMEE), exercise
plans, and other Title 10-funded activities. Personnel Expense, a USPACOM
funding a uthority, pays incremental travel expenses for allies and
partners to attend PACAF-hosted events that improve combined
knowle dge. 24
USPACOM prioritizes these funds across the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, Air Force, and Special Operations Command components in the
Asia-Pacific to maximize contnbution to its strategy for the region. PACAF
receives about $2.5 million each fiscal year in these authorities towards Title 10 security cooperative engagements that expand collaboration to enable regional responses like those to Typhoon Haiyan. This
small addition to PACAF resources garners huge dividends in access,
trust, and improved interoperability.
These types of Title 10 funds have two major legal limitations: First,
they cannot be used for certifiable training of our partner nations. This
falls into the realm of security assistance, overseen by the Department
of State. Second, not all countries are eligrble to receive this type of
funding. In such cases, the Department of State delegates to the Department of Defense the management of funding set aside to build
partner capacity (through purchases or training) in accordance with
US law. 25
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Advocating for Theater Security Cooperation Capabilities
Host nation aerovac planning and execution have been extremely successful
and key to easing patient burden on local health care assets. ... I continue
to be impressed with host nation aerovac planning and response.
-36th Contingency Response Group
Operation Damayan Situation Report

Jnteroperability is a word that gets used often during this exercise. ... We
want to not only get safe, effective training, but also want to Jearn from our
partners and share lessons learned.
-Col john Parker
Cope North Exercise Director

The activities ofPACAF, the air component to USPACOM, reveal opportunities for better and broader engagement in the region, requiring PACAFspeci£c security cooperation capabilities to fill capability gaps. In some
cases, they involve proposed additions or modifications to PACAF capabilities to better execute TSC or may entail advocacy for resources,
funding, and manpower.
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Some dimensions of building partner capacity in the Pacific Region include the
following:
• Foreign military sales, foreign military financing, or direct commercial sales are types
of security cooperation not directly managed by PACAF, but the command provides
coordination as necessary to those involved in the case management.
• Training to standard involves training classes and certification in areas deemed
mutually important. Again, PACAF may coordinate or advise, but the actual training is
conducted through Title 22-funded entities such as the Air Force Security Assistance
Training Squadron-through mobile training teams.
• Regarding international military education and training, PACAF advises on
opportunities for our allies and partners to gain military education at our professional
military education schools.
Although not directly involved in the management of these security assistance
initiatives, PACAF monitors, coordinates, and advises on Pacific~relevant political~
military issues to the Department of Defense's Security Cooperation Office (located at
the embassy) and to the Headquarters Air Force Directorate of International Affairs (SAF/IA).

The TSC LOO culmin ates with the execution of OAAs by individuals/
units 1 and staffs to fulfill the PACAF commander1s desired end states
and support USPACOM1s TSC. Alongside the compl ementary security
cooperation activities of the secretary of the Air Force 1s International Affairs Office and Air Force Security Assistance 'Training
Squadron PACAF monitors Title 22 activities and negotiated agreements to maximize unity of effort. It also executes Title 10 cooperative
activities through individual Airmen subject-matter exchanges/ combined exercises/ and multilateral forums to name a few. Below are a
few examples of the types of engagements PACAF uses to promote interoperability/ stability1 and multilateral security solutions in the region.
In short the execution of TSC occurs through the other four LOOs.
1

1

1

Title 10 cooperative activities can be grouped into two main bilateral
and multilateral categories: (1) SMEE 1 an organized forum of sharing
of best practices/ up-to-date developments and opportunities to gain
better understanding of our partners1 narrative and methods 1 and (2) the
1
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combined exercises and activities that put the lessons learned over
time into action. Prior to Operation Damayan, PACAF promoted
access, interoperability, and security empowerment through the
following types of initiatives:
Over the years, Pacific Defender-a security forces SMEE-has developed
into a multilateral annual event with 23 partner nations participating in the
last five years. Focusing on key functions such as crowd control, nonlethal weapons, law enforcement operations, antiterrorism I force protection, and airfield security established a foundation for partnership
with the Philippine military to provide security for Thcloban airfield in
the wake of the typhoon. 26
Pacific Unity develops military-civilian interaction with the partner
nation through projects that contribute to mutual understanding of infrastructure, development, and humanitarian efforts. A recent Pacific
Unity in the Philippines in 2012 forged relationships with our Philippine Air Force counterparts that not only served local humanitarian
interests (such as the building of schools) but also developed stronger
relationships and understanding that can make a difference when security
challenges such as a natural disaster arise. 27
Pacific Angel, PACAF's premiere medical engagement, allows realtime sharing of medical and civil engineering expertise in the local
environment. 28 The benefits of these engagements are enormous:
PACAF gains situational awareness ofhealth issues and exercises our
ability to meet them; we learn our partners' best practices to deal with
their local health problems; and we discover how to create complementary methods that offer tangible humanitarian solutions.29
Air Force international health specialists (IHS) are critical enablers
in the joint community for regional security cooperation. These individuals operate globally to build partnerships and promote interoperability with partner nations to achieve regional security objectives.
Health security expertise, coupled with advanced security cooperation,
operational planning, and cultural and language training, defines the
IHS capability. These specialists use health and medical services as
January-february 2015
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the mediums through which to engage regional partners to improve
resilience to man-made and natural disasters. PACAF's IHS activities
concentrate on the Air Force Medical Service's core competencies of
aviation medicine, patient movement (specifically aeromedical evacuation), health protection of the force, and disease surveillance and containment. Th promote common security goals, IHS activities engage
partner military and civilian institutions in which unique language
and cultural knowledge is necessary in combination with military
medical expertise. 30 PACAF's IHSs conduct roughly 20 activities per
year as stand-alone health engagements or as components of operations or exercises. The dividends from IHS activities became obvious
in Operation Damayan: three years of capacity-building activities related to patient movement resulted in the self-sufficiency of a partner
nation and negated the need to deploy Department of Defense aircraft
and aeromedical evacuation crews to support humanitarian assistance
and disaster-relief operations. Airpower exercises like Red Flag-Alaska
include an Executive Observer Program that gives allies and partners
real-time insight into airpower operations.31 During the exercise, leaders
representing the Pacific and various other regions throughout the
globe bring a diversity of perspectives-promoting interoperability
and developing relationships and trust.
Cope engagements exercise with our partners the provision of airlift,
humanitarian assistance, and disaster response under a variety of different operational environments. These engagements can be bilateral
and multilateral-providing ample opportunity for expanding participation to new partners and new roles. For example, the coordinated
response that made PACAF's role in Damayan successful came from
the improved integration and communication stemming from regular
participation in Cope North by allies and partners over the years. 32
The 36th Contingency Response Group participated in the Cope North
exercises in Guam, creating the context to apply their cross-functional
skills in a real-world humanitarian situation like Damayan. 33Airmento-Airmen talks and enlisted engagements increase common understanding of the development of the force and ways of recruiting, training,
January-february 2015
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educating, and developing personnel. The relationships we build with
leaders from across the region create a network that we can call on in
a crisis and promote interoperability. Here we learn our partners' narrative, explore h ow they address challenges, and promote military aviation institution s that contribute to regional security.

Challenges
Security cooperation in the Asia-Pacific carries notable challenges as
well. First, it is collaborative-by intent and necessity. This interaction
creates unknown, difficult-to-assess effects until a crisis erupts. These
security relationships are built with the consent and support of our allies and partners, requiring long-term partnership in areas of common
interests, operating with cross-cultural awareness, and-most importantlylistening.34 Second, because security cooperation is inherently an interagency effort, teamwork with the diplomatic community is essentialto assure that goals and objectives are complementary. This calls for
time for coordination and an awareness of how to b est orch estrate the
collaboration. 35 Third, enthusiasm for security coop eration 's promise
could possibly develop redundant activities and create "engagement
fatigue" with our partners. The combination of these challen ges with
the necessity of merging multiple legal authorities creates the need for
a long-term perspective to mitigate such issues.

Conclusion
All of that said, where is PACAF's security cooperation going? First,
the trend is distinctly multilateral. PACAF wishes to make b eneficial
contributions to multilateral efforts with our allies, the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations, and other regional partners.36 Second, the organization ofTSC into a LOO demands refinement and process improvement. Greater integration with the other LOOs and more synchronization will b ecome crucial in a resource-con strained
environment. Above all, PACAF seeks to sustain the greatest b enefits
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of TSC: improved theater response to crises, reduced chances of misunderstanding, and better stability and prosperity for all.
Regional security and stability in the Asia-Pacific is a team sport.
The security cooperation activities that promote it flow from nationallevel strategy guided by the combatant commander, synchronized with
joint and interagency entities, planned and practiced as a LOO, and
proven in crisis. In PACAF this use of the LOO concept offers a construct to think about using TSC to (1) enable airpower's unique contribution to the joint and allied team, (2) increase the region's ability to
handle humanitarian and natural disasters, and (3) move the region
towards stability. Although PACAF is ready to respond and succeed in
the face of crises, it is far better to prevent them from occurring in the
first place, establish cooperative arrangements ahead of time, and reduce
misperceptions and miscalculation.37 The investment in TSC must take
the long view to assure realization of these benefits and to provide the
time to incorporate lessons learned. Operation Damayan stands as an
example of the United States standing by an ally and-under the leadership of the Philippine government and its military- working closely
with a broad coalition of international partners to help save lives. 0
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